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Abstract: Nowadays the efficient use of energy is a major issue in applications such as electric vehicles. However, there are some phenomena that affect electric vehicle performance. One of those phenomena is the torque ripple of electric motors, which interferes with traction and the suspension system (causing vibration that stresses this system), and it can also introduce electric current harmonics into the battery, reducing its life, since torque ripple is partly a consequence of non-sinusoidal back EMF. For those reasons this is a topic worth investigating. The torque ripple of permanent magnets (PM) motors can be reduced in design or through control. Since control techniques have been reviewed and design methods have not, this paper presents a comparison of several design techniques to reduce torque ripple by different approaches and categorize them to show the characteristics of each group. A discussion is then made about the advantages and disadvantages of the designs, in general, as well as some comments about the missing, but important information, in the papers, such as the effects on efficiency. The study shows that a combination of methods provide the best results, although it complicates fabrication and suggests that this is a promising line of future investigation on torque ripple reduction methods.
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1. Introduction

Torque ripple is one of the undesired, but inherent, properties in motors with permanent magnets. The main causes of torque ripple are non-ideal back EMF waveforms, saturation of the machine’s magnetic circuit, and cogging torque [1]. Cogging torque appears because of the attraction between rotor’s permanent magnets and stator teeth, since they are made with ferromagnetic materials. When the magnet aligns with the maximum amount of stator teeth, the reluctance seen by the magnet flux is minimized, but increases as the rotor turns and the magnets move [2]. The increase of reluctance produces a force that tries to return the magnet back to alignment, and as a result, the instantaneous torque varies periodically in time [2]. This effect is especially important at low speed; at higher speed, inertia helps to minimize the drawbacks of cogging torque because the tendency of the rotor to move becomes considerably stronger than the attraction between the magnets and stator teeth, so that the effects of cogging torque in the motor’s performance are decreased, although the cogging is still present.

The saturation of machine’s magnetic circuit is a less common source of torque ripple, since it is almost always avoided in designs because of the additional problems that it brings. Saturation may increase torque fluctuations because not all the magnetic flux can pass through the path it should, so it has to move further in the airgap to find a way back to the magnet. In that process, the airgap flux density distribution is affected, and since airgap flux density is directly related to torque, higher fluctuations appear. In the literature revision, only one of the reviewed articles (the first cited one) mentions the saturation of machine’s magnetic circuit, and its solution is briefly explained. However, it is important to take account of every possible cause of torque ripple to design better solutions.
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In contrast, non-ideal back EMF waveforms are an important cause of torque ripple. Due to the magnet flux crossing the air gap, a voltage is induced in stator coils, and because of the rotor and stator geometric variables, the waveform of the induced voltage is usually not sinusoidal. This means that the back EMF has harmonics that interfere with the torque production. For its nature, this source of torque ripple is very hard to eliminate without affecting the machine’s performance, especially the output torque, but it can be decreased to acceptable levels while keeping the machine’s design parameters near to ideal.

In recent research on the innovations and design methodologies of permanent magnets motors, it was found that cogging torque and torque ripple reduction are topics that have been frequently investigated. Papers such as [3,4] show the relevance of better motor designs and the advances in this field, respectively, while [5] considers the effect of torque ripple in the suspension system of electric vehicles and [6] considers the consequences of motor’s non-sinusoidal back EMF on electric vehicle battery performance. However, control techniques for reducing torque ripple are more commonly reviewed and compared than design methods, although there are a wide range of innovations in this field.

Control methods are preferred when the machine is already designed and optimized, and trying to reduce torque ripple by modifying the geometry could affect the desired performance. Additionally, design methods may complicate the manufacturing process and, hence, increase costs. The operating principle in the control methods is commonly the injection of current harmonics on top of the operating currents. This can be made by current reference-based methods, parameter-based methods, and adaptive methods [7].

Nonetheless, reducing torque ripple through control requires extra circuitry, which leads to higher risk of failure and more need of maintenance, and it also requires specialized personnel. When designing a motor, the requirements of the application should be considered, so that the best torque ripple reduction method is used, be it through design or control.

Since control techniques have been more broadly reviewed, such as, for instance, in [7–11], the objective of this paper is to provide information about the different design methods for torque ripple reduction in several topologies of permanent magnets motors. For that purpose, the design methods are classified in three groups, which are: geometry optimization, slot/pole number combination, and stator winding type. In every category, some application examples from research papers are presented, and readers are encouraged to refer to those papers for mathematical and experimental details.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is a review of torque ripple reduction design techniques, following the above-mentioned classification, as well as how they work. In this section, a comparative table with relevant information, found in the literature, is presented, and some of the most common and interesting methods are described, based on papers where such methods are applied. Section 3 is a discussion of the information and the data reviewed, where the advantages and disadvantages of every category from Section 2 are mentioned, as well as the missing, but important, information in the papers and the future research that could be useful for designers. Finally, conclusions summarize the information found in the literature and the results of its analysis, as well as the possible future works.

2. Torque Ripple Reduction Design Methods

There are several options for reducing torque ripple, depending on the cause of it, such as geometry optimization, specific slot/pole combinations, or stator winding type. Once the source of ripple is found and understood, the optimal method or combination of methods to reduce it should be applied. This section reviews various design methods to reduce the torque ripple of rotor PM machines by different approaches, and Table 1 summarizes some relevant information about them, including a couple for stator PM machines.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Machine Topology</th>
<th>Design Technique</th>
<th>Torque Ripple Reduction Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Slot/Pole Number</th>
<th>Rated Power (W)</th>
<th>Average Torque (Nm)</th>
<th>Rated Speed (rpm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Dual Notched Design of Radial-Flux Permanent Magnet Motors with Low Cogging Torque and Rare Earth Material [13]</td>
<td>Radial flux, surface permanent magnets</td>
<td>Gear-shaping the surfaces of magnets and teeth</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>18/12</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Ripple Reduction of Saliency-Based Sensorless Drive Concentrated Winding, IPMSM Using Novel Flux Barrier [14]</td>
<td>Saliency-based, interior permanent magnets</td>
<td>Flux barrier design</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9/6</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of Torque Ripple in Consequent Pole Permanent Magnet Machines Using Staggered Rotor [15]</td>
<td>Consequent-Pole permanent magnet motor</td>
<td>Staggered rotor design</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>9/6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Magnet Motor Design for Satellite Attitude Control With High Torque Density and Low Torque Ripple [17]</td>
<td>Radial flux, dual rotor</td>
<td>Slotless windings and Halbach array magnets</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>9/8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>32.15 m</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of Torque Ripples in an Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor Based on the Orthogonal Experimental Method and MKGA and RBF Neural Networks [18]</td>
<td>Radial flux, interior permanent magnets</td>
<td>Stator, rotor, and magnets sizes optimization</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>24/8</td>
<td>5010</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrite PM Optimization of SPM BLDC Motor for Oil-Pump Applications, According to Magnetization Direction [20]</td>
<td>Brushless DC</td>
<td>Parallel magnetization direction of permanent magnets</td>
<td>69.20</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and Analysis of Halbach Ironless Flywheel BLDC Motor/Generators [21]</td>
<td>Brushless DC, outer rotor</td>
<td>Halbach array magnets</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>800 m</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Optimization of an Outer Rotor Permanent Magnet Synchronous Hub Motor for a Low-Speed Campus Patrol EV [22]</td>
<td>Radial flux, outer rotor</td>
<td>Similar number of slots and poles</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>51/50</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect Comparison of Zigzag Skew PM Pole and Straight Skew Slot for Vibration Mitigation of PM Brush DC Motors [23]</td>
<td>Brush DC</td>
<td>Zigzag skewed magnets</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>24/4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2.147</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Prediction and Optimization of Cogging Torque in Surface-Mounted Permanent Magnet Machines With Modified Particle Swarm Optimization [24]</td>
<td>Radial flux, surface permanent magnets</td>
<td>Air-gap length and magnet thickness optimization, fractional slot-pole number, and parallel magnetization of permanent magnets</td>
<td>92.48</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material-Efficient Permanent Magnet Shape for Torque Pulsation Minimization in SPM Motors for Automotive Applications [25]</td>
<td>Radial flux, surface permanent magnets</td>
<td>Magnets shaping and skewing</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>6/4</td>
<td>264.4</td>
<td>0.5053</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling of Novel Permanent Magnet Pole Shape SPM Motor for Reducing Torque Pulsation [26]</td>
<td>Radial flux, surface permanent magnets</td>
<td>Magnets shaping</td>
<td>72.08</td>
<td>6/4</td>
<td>340.48</td>
<td>0.6503</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of Torque Ripple Caused by Slot Harmonics in FSCW Spoke-Type FPM Motors by Assisted Poles [27]</td>
<td>Spoke-type</td>
<td>Fractional slot concentrated winding and assisted poles</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12/10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Machine Topology</th>
<th>Design Technique</th>
<th>Torque Ripple Reduction Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Slot/Pole Number</th>
<th>Rated Power (W)</th>
<th>Average Torque (Nm)</th>
<th>Rated Speed (rpm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Torque Ripple Reduction in Five-Phase IPM Motors by Lowering Interactional MMF [28]</td>
<td>Radial flux, interior permanent magnets</td>
<td>Asymmetrical rotor poles shifting</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>40/8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Ripple Reduction of a Salient Pole Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine, with an Advanced Step-Skewed Rotor Design [29]</td>
<td>Salient-pole, surface permanent magnets</td>
<td>Eccentric airgap, advanced step-skewed rotor, and pole shoes skewing</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>36/4</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient Utilization of Rare Earth Permanent-Magnet Materials and Torque Ripple Reduction in Interior Permanent-Magnet Machines [30]</td>
<td>Radial flux, interior permanent magnets</td>
<td>Rotor made by segments arranged in the axial direction, and pole shaping</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48/8</td>
<td>68,000</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of Short Permanent Magnet and Stator Flux Bridge Effects on Cogging Torque Mitigation in FSPM Machines [31]</td>
<td>Flux-switching</td>
<td>Short magnet and stator flux bridge</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>12/10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

– Not reported.

#### 2.1. General Classification

Figure 1 shows the general torque ripple reduction approaches reviewed and the different design methods in each of them. It is visible that geometry optimization is the widest category, followed by stator winding type and slot/pole combinations.

![Figure 1. General classification of torque ripple reduction design methods.](image-url)
2.2. Slot/Pole Number Combination

Since cogging torque is one of the main torque ripple components, it is important to find ways to reduce it. Fortunately, there is a relatively easy way to minimize cogging torque, which is designing the machine with a specific combination of slots and poles. However, this category of methods to reduce torque ripple is the one with the smallest number of design variations found in the research. One possible reason for this lack of diversity could be that the existing methods for finding the optimal slot/pole number are good enough to minimize cogging torque in most cases. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 introduce examples of this torque ripple reduction category.

2.2.1. Fractional Slot/Pole Number Design

The fractional slot/pole number reduces the cogging torque because the magnets align differently with the stator teeth, producing cogging torques in opposite directions, which tend to cancel each other out. When the right combination of slots and poles is selected, a substantial reduction in cogging torque is possible. Some reviewed articles dealt with cogging torque and tried to eliminate it or reduce it by experimenting with different slot/pole number combinations [22,24,33–44]. One of those articles is [33], which showed the advantages of machines with fractional number of slots per pole and phase, not only in generating less cogging torque and torque ripple, but also having acceptable values of electromagnetic torque and copper losses, compared with machines with integer number of slots per pole and phase.

In the paper, two motors with equal dimensions, but different slot/pole number, were tested. One motor was designed with 18 slots and 20 poles (fractional slot/pole number), while the other had 60 slots and 20 poles (integer slot/pole number). One thing to consider is that there is no explanation in the paper of why they selected those specific numbers. The presented results showed that total torque waveform is much smoother in the fractional slot/pole number machine than in the integer slot/pole number motor. That is because cogging torque values are significantly lower, as is also shown in the paper. In addition, the average torque results were highly similar, as well as the power output and losses. It is important to consider that all results were obtained from simulation and not from experimental tests, so there may be differences in practice. The only drawback of fractional slot/pole number motors seems to be that design is more complicated, since a number of slots per pole and phase different than 1 lead to the necessity of distribution factors for the back EMF estimation, and those factors are usually inaccurate.

2.2.2. Similar Number of Slots and Poles Design

Another article related to the cogging torque reduction using fractional slot/pole numbers is [22], where the approach is to use a similar number of slots and poles, which seems to be a popular technique in the study of direct drive motors. In that specific case, the number of poles is the number of slots minus one. According to the findings in that paper, motors with similar number of slots and poles have better features than traditional integer slot and poles motors, such as high efficiency, high power density, short winding ends, low torque ripple, and better weakening capability [22]. In addition, three designs with 27/26, 51/50, and 75/74 slot/poles were simulated. The one with the best results for the required application was the 51 slots and 50 poles design. The reason for the cogging torque reduction is that there is no common divisor of 51 and 50, which can reduce the slot effect successfully because it leads to an alignment of the magnets with the stator teeth that produce opposite cogging torques, which cancel each other out almost completely at any rotor position, as is explained by the author in [22].

However, selecting a similar number of slots and poles is not enough to solve the torque ripple problem and to obtain all the mentioned benefits. That is because the slot number may lead to the needing of specific winding arrangement, which affects copper losses and back EMF harmonic content. The optimal number of slots, poles, and winding
approach must be determined for each design by following the methodology described in the paper, which includes FEA analysis.

2.3. Stator Winding Type

Back EMF harmonics are the other main cause of torque ripple in permanent magnet machines. This issue can be addressed by two approaches: using a specific stator winding type, modifying rotor, and/or stator geometry. In this section, three winding approaches to minimize back EMF harmonics are presented, and papers that dealt with this method to reduce torque ripple are used as examples.

2.3.1. Use of Distributed Winding

To prevent undesired back EMF harmonics, winding methods have been developed and tested in [22,34,44–53]. For example, ref. [34] gives a study between concentrated versus distributed windings. There, the advantages of both winding types are presented, and the author remarks that concentrated winding can generate sub-harmonic MMF components. In the results section, it was found that cogging torque in concentrated winding designs was much larger than the distributed ones, in which the cogging torque is very close to zero [34]. Still, the on-load torque ripple results were just slightly lower because of the interaction between stator and rotor magnetic fields, which create a non-uniform airgap flux density and flux linkage; therefore, non-sinusoidal back EMF was produced.

Another disadvantage of the concentrated winding is that it produces high noise and vibration, due to radial forces generated from the interaction between the permanent magnet airgap field and the stator MMF field [34], which also contributes to the increase in torque ripple.

The results in the cited paper show a comparison of the harmonic content found in the three designs tested. The 12-slot design corresponds to the one with concentrated winding, while 33 and 36 slot use distributed winding. Although 33-slot motor has the largest 3rd harmonic, the author explains that it is suppressed by the winding star connection and, therefore, has no impact on performance [34]. With that said, it is clear that this design is better when it comes to back EMF harmonics reduction, which helps to decrease the total torque ripple. That is because distributed winding creates a more uniform current and magnetic field distribution around the rotor.

Because of its characteristics, distributed winding designs seem to be better choices for electrical vehicle applications. However, when the machines are thermally constrained, concentrated winding design manages higher power, although distributed winding gives better heat transfer in the slots, which helps reducing additional copper and iron losses.

2.3.2. Use of Non-Overlapping Windings

A second technique aimed to reduce torque ripple by winding modification is the use of non-overlapping windings, as shown in [45], where a study on the characteristics of overlapping and non-overlapping windings is presented, and both winding types are applied in modular dual three-phase permanent magnet machines.

In the study, a 42-slots/32-poles motor with non-overlapping winding is compared with a 192-slots/32-poles motor with overlapping winding. Based on performance results, the author states that non-overlapping winding design has similar average torque and efficiency, compared to overlapping winding design. In addition, the non-overlapping winding design presents much lower torque ripple, regardless of the current value, as well as shorter and simpler end windings [45]. The torque ripple reduction in the dual three-phase non-overlapping fractional slot winding machine occurs because this kind of machine inherently has twelve semi-phases, and a higher number of phases leads to less current harmonics. Besides, due to smaller mutual inductances between phases and larger d-axis inductance, the non-overlapping winding design tends to be more fault tolerant [45].

The back EMF waveforms of both designs are similar, but non-overlapping winding design has lower magnitude harmonics. Cogging torque is significantly lower, as well.
Even under load conditions, torque ripple of non-overlapping winding machine is much smaller than that of overlapping winding machine. That is because the armature field is much weaker than the permanent magnets field, so airgap flux density distribution is not highly affected unless the current is increased, which would create a stronger armature field. However, experimental results showed slightly higher torque ripple than expected, and the author’s explanation for that was manufacturing errors, so fabrication complexity of this kind of motor should be considered.

### 2.3.3. Coil Distribution and Turn Ratio Variation

Another method intended to minimize torque ripple, this time by electromagnetic force (EMF) voltage distortion reduction, is varying coil distribution and turn ratio. An example of this is [48]. In that paper, triple layer and quadruple layer windings with varied coil turns were tested and compared with conventional single layer and double layer machines. It was found that the proposed designs can reduce torque ripple and greatly enhance the flux weakening capability. Of course, the coil turn ratios must be optimized to reduce the voltage distortion ratio. It is important to keep the number of turns in series per phase identical to that of the double layer and single layer during turn ratio optimization, so that $2N_1 + 4N_2 = 4N_{\text{Dual Layer}} = 2N_{\text{Single Layer}}$ for the triple layer motor and $4N_1 + 4N_2 = 4N_{\text{Dual Layer}} = 2N_{\text{Single Layer}}$ for the quadruple layer motor.

The reason that triple layer winding with optimal turn ratios reduces voltage distortion is that the armature leakage flux and permanent magnets leakage flux in the tooth tips will not reverse polarities at the same time, so instead of summing, the tooth tip leakage fluxes tend to cancel each other out, thus smoothing the airgap flux density distribution and reducing the phase voltage distortion. Quadruple layer winding works because the amplitude of armature tooth tips leakage flux is attenuated [48]; therefore, the total tooth tip leakage flux, decreases which has a similar effect to that of triple layer winding.

From the tests made in the cited paper, it is clear that triple layer winding has the lowest ripple, while keeping almost the same average torque. That is to be expected, since the triple layer winding machine reduces the tooth tip leakage flux almost completely by the before explained mechanism, while the quadruple layer winding machine only minimizes the armature tooth tip leakage flux, but keeps permanent magnet tooth tip leakage flux unchanged. However, this design approach has the disadvantage of a complex manufacturing process, due to the necessity of combining multiple and different coils, and motor radius may need to be increased, so the slots have enough space for all the winding layers.

### 2.4. Geometry Optimization

As shown in Figure 1, there are plenty of possible approaches to reduce torque ripple by geometry optimization [1,12–21,23–32,35,38,40,43,44,46,47,52–96]. However, all those approaches aim to reduce torque ripple by minimizing cogging torque or back EMF-related issues. The rest of this section will present some of the most interesting geometry optimization methods found in the literature and a brief explanation of them.

#### 2.4.1. Asymmetric Rotor Design

One popular geometry optimization method to reduce torque ripple in IPM motors under the desired load condition is the use of an asymmetric rotor. This method is intended to modify the airgap flux density distribution to make it sinusoidal, therefore eliminating back EMF harmonics and minimizing torque ripple. Due to the placement of the magnets, the airgap flux density is higher near the magnets and lower between them, but the transition is not regular in non-shaped rotors, which leads to non-sinusoidal airgap flux density distribution. Therefore, an asymmetry is implemented in the rotor iron between the magnets to modify the airgap length in a way that the airgap flux density distribution becomes sinusoidal.
Using a numerical formula known as the advanced inverse cosine function (AICF), in [19], the design of an asymmetric rotor for an 8-pole, 12-slot 5 kW spoke type interior permanent magnet motor was developed. The AICF is an equation that gives the needed airgap length to make airgap flux density sinusoidal. It comes from the analysis of the interaction between the airgap magnetomotive force by the magnets and the airgap magnetomotive force by the armature reaction. After all the analytic process, the AICF is expressed as

\[ l_g(\theta) = \frac{l_d}{\sin \theta} - k_F \frac{l_d}{\cos \theta} \sin(\theta + \beta), \]

where \( l_g(\theta) \) is the airgap length as a function of the electrical angle, \( \theta \), \( l_d \) is the d-axis the airgap length, \( k_F \) is the magnetomotive force ratio, and \( \beta \) is the current phase angle [19].

The optimized geometry of the rotor with this method makes the air-gap flux density sinusoidal under the desired load condition, which reduces radial electromagnetic forces, and hence, minimizes torque ripple to some extent [19].

One drawback of this design method is that the final rotor shape fulfills its goal of minimize torque ripple only for the designed load condition, so the kind of motor is not suitable for varying load applications. Additionally, fabrication is complex.

2.4.2. Special Permanent Magnets Magnetization Direction

One particular way to minimize torque ripple that does not affect machine’s shape is optimizing the permanent magnets magnetization direction. For example, ref. [20] achieved maximization of back EMF and torque density, while reducing the torque ripple. Then, radial and parallel magnetization were compared using ferrite and neodymium magnets in a brushless DC motor. The objective of these tests was to develop high performance and low torque ripple motors using ferrite magnets, instead of rare-earth ones, to reduce costs. Additionally, the author stated that, in surface permanent magnet brushless DC motors, radial magnetization is commonly used to obtain squared back EMF and reduce torque ripple, but this is only true for neodymium magnets and not for ferrite magnets.

Four motors were compared: two neodymium magnets motors and two ferrite magnets motors with radial and parallel magnetization for both cases. At no load, parallel magnetization motors showed higher airgap flux density than radial magnetization motors, and both ferrite magnet motors produced sinusoidal back EMF waveforms, while only the radial magnetization neodymium magnets motor produced a rectangular back EMF waveform. On load operation, at 3200 rpm, all models exhibited almost the same average torque, but parallel magnetization ferrite magnets motor presented the lowest torque ripple of 16.3%.

Although parallel magnetization ferrite magnets motor had good performance, one disadvantage of ferrite magnets machines is that airgap flux density is very low, so stator teeth dimensions need to be minimized and maximize the coil copper area to increase electric loading. However, small tooth tips lead to higher undesired leakage flux.

The general results show that parallel magnetization is better, since it concentrates the flux line, thus increasing the air-gap magnetic field density, which increases the magnetic loading [20]. Additionally, with this magnetization the phase current at rated power decreases, improving the motor efficiency.

2.4.3. Magnet Skewing

Magnet skewing is another method to reduce torque ripple and vibration with the advantage of not requiring modifications in the motor structure, which reduces manufacturing costs and simplifies production process. Additionally, different skew approaches have been developed. One of them was presented in [23], where a zigzag skew was tested and compared with straight-skewed slot to minimize the vibration in a permanent magnet brush DC motor.

The straight-skewed slot has an effect on torque ripple and vibration because different segments of conductors are placed on different positions of the harmonic magnetic field; therefore, the EMF phases of different conductor segments are different, and since the total conductor EMF is the sum of individual conductor segments EMF, choosing the right skew
angle leads to harmonics cancelation, while the fundamental component of magnetic field is almost not affected. Additionally, slot skew helps minimize cogging torque by making the difference of reluctances as small as possible for different rotor positions. Hence, the goal of this skew type is to mitigate tooth harmonic EMF and cogging torque.

However, the straight-skewed slot does not reduce vibration as it does for cogging torque. The explanation given in the cited paper is that radial magnetic force distributes on the inner surface of magnets, and the resulting vibration is not the same in different points of the machine, so the forces cannot be added up directly to predict the vibration response. To solve this problem, zigzag skewed magnets, instead of straight-skewed slots, are proposed, which not only reduces vibration and torque ripple, but also simplifies manufacturing process. Zigzag skewed magnets create a regular radial magnetic force along the machine’s axial direction, which minimizes vibration while keeping the mentioned advantages of straight-skewed slots.

One of the most relevant findings is that the permanent magnet pole is an elastomer and not an ideal rigid body [23], so this needs to be taken into account for electromagnetic analysis and vibration mitigation.

2.4.4. Unequal Teeth Widths Design

Now, changing to stator modification methods, using unequal teeth widths, such as in [58], is an interesting option to minimize back EMF-related sources of torque ripple. The type of motor discussed in the cited paper is fractional-slot, non-overlapping windings permanent magnet machine, also known as a tooth-coil winding permanent magnet synchronous machine (TCW PMSM). In this specific motor type, adjacent teeth may have different flux densities, due to the interaction between magnets and armature fluxes at the loaded conditions. That happens due to different synchronous inductance values, which create different armature reactions.

According to the issues mentioned before, designing TCW PMSMs with equal tooth widths may lead to different iron permeabilities or even saturation, therefore producing torque ripple. To solve this problem, the right width for each tooth must be found, so that all teeth have approximately the same flux density. One important detail to consider is that, in the optimum teeth widths design, compared to an equal teeth widths motor, the width of one stator tooth was increased the same amount that the adjacent tooth was decreased, so the total iron used in stator remains the same.

With this method, the reduction of the lowest orders torque ripple harmonics (6th and 12th in the cited paper) is achieved. In addition, surface mounted PM and interior PM designed with this approach were studied, as well as the effect of PM skewing in torque ripple reduction, and the results were satisfactory. However, the disadvantage of this method is that it gives the desirable results for only one working point [58]. Additionally, when the number of slots increase and more than two teeth widths need to be adjusted, adjacent slot areas become different, and the stator has to be modified to keep the slot areas the same, and of course, stator fabrication becomes more complicated and expensive.

2.4.5. Stator Teeth and Magnets Surfaces Notching

Notching is a different geometry optimization method to mitigate torque ripple. Usually, teeth’s surfaces are notched, aiming to reduce cogging torque. The case presented in [13] combines teeth and magnets notching not only to obtain better output torque characteristics, but also to reduce the quantity of material needed for rare earth magnets and hence reducing costs. The paper proposes gear-shaped structures for the permanent magnets and stator teeth of four models with different mechanical angles and depths.

The cogging torque reduction obtained by teeth and magnets notching occurs because the notches modify reluctance forces making them almost equal in all directions, no matter the position of the rotor; therefore, similar cogging torques appear in opposite directions, and they cancel each other. To some extent, the effect is similar to that of using fractional slot/pole number, with the salient parts of teeth and magnets acting like small slots and
magnet poles, with the advantage of being able to design the motor with any slot/pole number.

In the cited paper, four models of notched magnets and teeth were proposed, each with different depths and number of notches. Since no theoretical analysis was conducted, all models were compared by finite element analysis simulations. First, the notched magnets were individually simulated with non-notched teeth, and notched teeth were simulated with regular magnets. Then, all possible combinations of notched magnets and teeth were simulated to find out the better combination to mitigate cogging torque, while keeping the average torque reduction to its minimum.

After the tests, the model combination with the best results was the PM-1 (magnets with notches of 0.3 mm depth and 3 degrees of angular space between notches) and ST-2 (teeth with notches of 0.3 mm depth and 2.5 degrees of angular space between notches), which achieved 62.8% cogging torque reduction, 6.7% less rare earth material needed, and only 6.5% average torque reduction, compared with a non-notched design. The disadvantages of this torque ripple reduction method are stator fabrication complexity and average torque reduction, due to magnet material decrease.

2.4.6. Magnets Shaping

Another method based on motor’s permanent magnets modification is magnet shaping. For this case, ref. [12] is used as example. The principle here is to shape the permanent magnets on the axial direction, according to back EMF’s fundamental plus third harmonic. As was mathematically demonstrated in the cited paper, the induced back EMF waveforms follows exactly the shape of magnet’s cross-sectional area, thus shaping the magnets according to a sinusoid plus a third harmonic produces a rotor magnetic loading that contains only those components and hence torque is produced only by the fundamental components of electric and magnetic loadings [12]. The third harmonic enhances the fundamental component, which improves torque density, while torque ripple is almost zero because of the absence of other harmonics.

The complete designed magnets consist of two identically shaped magnets placed “back-to-back”, which minimizes the unbalanced axial force, and the magnet’s thickness is constant, so the demagnetization force can be uniformly handled in the radial direction.

In addition to the sinusoid plus third harmonic-shaped magnet, a regular rectangular magnet and a pure sinusoid-shaped magnet were tested to compare their performances. Rectangular magnets produced the highest torque, for they use maximum possible quantity of magnet material, but the induced back EMF contained plenty of harmonics that cause torque ripple. Sinusoid plus third harmonic-shaped magnets produced slightly lower torque, with the advantage of eliminating torque ripple. Pure sinusoid-shaped magnets produced the lowest torque, since the quantity of magnetic material is the lowest, as well, but torque ripple was eliminated. All models showed uniform flux density distributions.

The results prove that the proposed design makes an efficient use of permanent magnet materials, and its torque density is similar to the one from regular rectangular magnets motor, while keeping torque ripple near zero. Additionally, the magnet’s resistivity is not compromised against a demagnetization force because of constant radial width. The only drawback of this design approach is the manufacturing complexity of magnets.

2.4.7. Staggered Rotor Design

A particular design to reduce torque ripple by back EMF smoothing is the staggered rotor, as shown in [15]. In that study, a consequent pole permanent magnet (CPM) motor was designed and built using staggered rotor to eliminate the back EMF even-order harmonics and reduce cogging torque, thereby considerably decreasing the torque ripple [15]. However, staggered rotor presents considerable axial leakage flux, so an axial flux barrier (airgap between the rear and front parts of the rotor) was necessary to reduce it. Still, it was possible to take advantage of the flux barrier by embedding the magnets in it.
In conventional CPM machines, the flux passing through the magnet-poles and iron-poles is the same, but due to the difference of reluctance under one pole pair, the airgap flux density becomes asymmetric and contains even-order harmonics, which affect back EMF smoothness and cause torque ripples. In the proposed staggered rotor CPM machine (SCPM), there is an airgap between the rear and front parts, so the SCPM machine can be considered as two submachines, while the coils of both of them are considered in series connection because both submachines share the same armature winding. Therefore, the phase back EMF in SCPM machine can be approximated to the sum of both submachines back EMF. Since the staggered degree is 180 electrical degrees and magnets magnetization direction is opposite in both rotor parts, the sum of the phase back EMF induced by the rear and front rotor parts results in the elimination of even-order harmonics. Cogging torque is reduced by the same mechanism: the superposition of cogging torques produced by the rear and front parts of the rotor results in the elimination of the cogging torque odd-order harmonics.

One last modification was made in the designed motor. Since the airgap between the rear and front parts of the rotor reduced the effective rotor length, the SCPM machine had a lower fundamental back EMF than the regular CPM machine. To solve that problem, one axially magnetized magnet can be embedded in the rotor airgap to concentrate the fluxes in the iron-poles which improves the airgap flux density above the iron-poles and the produced torque, although it slightly increases the cogging torque.

The proposed design performance was compared with that of the conventional CPM motor. The results verified that the staggered rotor CPM machine achieved a similar torque and PM utilization ratio, but remarkably lower torque ripple, compared with the conventional one [15].

2.4.8. Eccentric Structure of Stator Teeth Design

One last torque ripple reduction method is the design of stator teeth with an eccentric structure. This method is applied in [70] to an external rotor permanent magnet synchronous motor. The eccentric structure of stator teeth means that the center line of one magnet does not match the center line of one tooth or that the arc center of the tooth tip and the arc center of the magnet are not the same. To simplify the analysis, in the cited paper, only the second type of eccentricity is used. The effect of this modification is a variable airgap between the magnets and stator teeth, which modifies the airgap flux density. Furthermore, the analysis made by the author proves that this type of eccentricity minimizes the even-order harmonics of the airgap flux density, which reduces the torque ripple. Additionally, the eccentric arc of teeth tips contributes to cogging torque mitigation, due to the resulting shape of the stator teeth.

To compare the effect of different eccentricity values, four designs were simulated. As shown in the paper, as the eccentricity grows, the total torque ripple decreases up to 83.9%, compared to zero eccentricity design. However, the thickness of the tooth tip decreases with the increase of eccentricity, which may cause saturation at the tooth tip and affect the machine’s performance if excessive eccentricity is used. Besides, due to the shape of teeth tips leakage, flux rises by a small amount, although it has little effect on the torque production.

To sum up, the results show that the eccentric structure of stator teeth has no important influence on the performance of the motor, but reduces the torque ripple and cogging torque effectively [70]. However, efficiency should be considered when selecting the eccentricity because excessive eccentricity will cause saturation of the magnetic circuit at the edge of teeth [70]. As for other geometry modification methods to mitigate torque ripple, this approach complicates stator manufacturing, which increases the total cost of the machine.

3. Discussion

As has been exposed, many solutions to the problem of torque ripple have been developed. The proposals are not only numerous, but also diverse, since they use all the possible
means, such as modification of the windings or magnets, optimization of geometric parameters, and even structural changes for stator and rotor to mitigate the causes of torque ripple. However, even when most of the reviewed papers claimed to minimize torque variations without affecting the average torque or even optimizing the quantity of permanent magnet material used, only a few of them, which are [1,20,22,30,31,34,45,56,57,61,62,65,70], considered the efficiency of the machine at the end of the tests. This is a major issue nowadays, when an optimal energy usage is always desirable. So, as for the case of the average torque, the efficiency levels should always be compared, and the trade-off between torque ripple reduction and efficiency should be explained in these kinds of papers.

It is also important to mention that some investigations are not completely dedicated to the problem of torque ripple, but they present some methods to minimize it. The inconvenience in these cases is that, usually, the effectiveness of the applied technique is not clearly reported, so it is difficult to determine whether the impact was important or not; therefore, there is not enough information to say if the technique should be further investigated.

One thing that is surely worth investigating is the validity of all the reviewed methods in different motor topologies, since most of them are applied to only one type of motor. This is important because different torque ripple reduction design methods may have different results when applied to one or another motor topology, and hence, the best solution for the designer’s desired application is not obvious.

Another finding worth mentioning is that torque ripple reduction design methods can be applied simultaneously. Slot/pole combinations, winding arrangements, and geometry optimizations were combined in several of the reviewed papers. As expected, the correct combination of methods leads to a greater reduction of torque variations, as shown in Table 1 for the case of [24,29]. On the other hand, this practice brings more complex structures that are difficult to manufacture and increases the costs specially for the cases of stator and rotor asymmetries. That is the main drawback that often makes control techniques more popular to solve the torque ripple problem.

Anyhow, design methods have proven to be greatly effective in minimizing torque ripple, while keeping all the other parameters near the same even efficiency in the papers that report it. This is relevant because one of the main advantages of control techniques is precise ability to not affect the performance. Moreover, since control techniques are widely based on the injection of current harmonics on top of the operating currents, they might increase copper losses and, as a consequence, reduce efficiency, which is not necessarily the case for all the torque ripple reduction design methods.

4. Conclusions

Torque ripple reduction by design has demonstrated to be very effective and able to maintain the machine’s performance with almost no changes. This enables it to compete with control techniques when the requirements of the application are favourable.

This paper presented a review of design methods to reduce torque ripple in permanent magnets machines. The advantages and disadvantages of the design methods and control techniques to achieve this goal were commented. The main design approaches to mitigate torque ripple were briefly explained, as well as the causes of torque pulsations. First, a general classification of the design methods was presented, then each category was individually focused and some of the most relevant papers about them were commented, and finally, the found and the missing information in the papers were discussed.

There are many design approaches to reduce torque ripple, and the main categories are the geometry optimization, use of special stator winding types, and slot/pole number combinations. It was found that all these deal with the same sources of torque ripple, which are cogging torque, back EMF-related issues, and saturation of the magnetic circuit. The largest category is geometry optimization, but the best results are obtained when more than one approach is implemented, although this complicates the fabrication process and increases the fabrication costs.
For future investigations, the impact of torque ripple reduction techniques in efficiency should be well-documented to know the convenience of each of them for different applications. Additionally, the papers that deal with torque ripple reduction should present the degree of reduction achieved, so that designers have a better idea of what method works better for their purposes. In addition, research on the effectiveness of the same torque ripple reduction design methods for different PM motors topologies are important to validate their generality.
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